Yes, there is school segregation here!

The fact is that our Board of Education, paid from our tax dollar, is disgracing this city in the nation's eyes by maintaining a de facto segregated school system as ugly and as unlawful as the Jim Crow system in Birmingham, Alabama.

For example: Jordan High and South Gate High are less than two miles apart -- yet the first is 99% Negro, the other 97% white!

Jordan High is only one of many minority-group "ghetto" schools, overcrowded, inadequately staffed and equipped, and, worst of all, segregated. Every year these schools educationally cripple thousands of Los Angeles children. And by isolating off America's minority groups, such schools foster bigotry and intolerance.

At the opening of this semester, Jordan High students plan to boycott their pitifully inadequate school. To show that Jordan students are not alone, thousands more from high schools and colleges throughout the city plan to make a gigantic non-violent protest march to the Board of Education

**PROTEST MARCH**

**SEPTMBER 19, AT 11:30 A.M.**

**ASSEMBLY AT WRIGLEY FIELD**

**PLEASE SUPPORT THIS ACTION**

March with students who are being betrayed by their own Board of Education. Drawn-out negotiation with the Board has not been successful. The time has come for a peaceful demonstration, in the tradition of the Washington March, to show that we in Los Angeles want segregation stopped here and now.

**CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY (CORE)**

1115 W. VENICE BLVD., LOS ANGELES 15

DU 9-4444 OR DU 7-0213

(additional leaflet may be obtained at above address) (labor donated)